Abstract. We enumerate central and medial quasigroups of order less than 128 up to isomorphism, with the exception of those quasigroups that are isotopic to C4 × C 
Introduction
Given an abelian group (G, +), automorphisms ϕ, ψ of (G, +), and an element c ∈ G, define a new operation * on G by x * y = ϕ(x) + ψ(y) + c.
The resulting quasigroup (G, * ) is said to be affine over (G, +), and it will be denoted by Q(G, +, ϕ, ψ, c). Quasigroups that are affine over an abelian group are called central quasigroups or T-quasigroups. We will use the terms "quasigroup affine over an abelian group" and "central quasigroup" interchangeably. Central quasigroups are precisely the abelian quasigroups in the sense of universal algebra [15] .
A quasigroup (Q, ·) is called medial if it satisfies the medial law
Medial quasigroups are also known as entropic quasigroups. The fundamental Toyoda-Bruck theorem [13, Theorem 3.1] states that, up to isomorphism, medial quasigroups are precisely central quasigroups Q(G, +, ϕ, ψ, c) with commuting automorphisms ϕ, ψ.
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The classification of central (or medial) quasigroups up to isotopy is trivial in the sense that it coincides with the classification of abelian groups up to isomorphism. Indeed:
• If (G, * ) = Q(G, +, ϕ, ψ, c) is a central quasigroup then (G, * ) is isotopic to (G, +) via the isotopism (x → ϕ(x), x → ψ(x) + c, x → x).
• If two central quasigroups Q i = Q(G i , + i , ϕ i , ψ i , c i ) are isotopic then the underlying groups (G i , + i ) are isotopic. But isotopic groups are necessarily isomorphic, cf. [10, Proposition 1.4].
Classifying and enumerating central and medial quasigroups up to isomorphism is nontrivial, however, and that is the topic of the present paper.
There are not many results in the literature concerning enumeration and classification of central and medial quasigroups.
Simple idempotent medial quasigroups were classified by Smith in [9, Theorem 6.1]. Sokhatsky and Syvakivskij [12] classified n-ary quasigroups affine over cyclic groups and obtained a formula for the number of those of prime order. Kirnasovsky [5] carried out a computer enumeration of central quasigroups up to order 15, and obtained more classification results in his PhD thesis [6] . Idempotent medial quasigroups of order p k , k ≤ 4, were classified by Hou [4, Table 1 ].
At the time of writing this paper, the On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [8] gives the number of medial quasigroups of order ≤ 8 up to isomorphism as the sequence A226193, and there appears to be no entry for the number of central quasigroups up to isomorphism.
Drápal [1] and Sokhatsky [11] obtained a general isomorphism theorem for quasigroups isotopic to groups, cf. [1, Theorem 2.10] and [11, Corollary 28] , and for central quasigroups in particular, cf. [1, Theorem 3.2], or its restatement, Theorem 2.5. Drápal applied the machinery to calculate isomorphism classes of quasigroups of order 4 (by hand), and Kirnasovsky used Sokhatsky's theory for the calculations mentioned above. In the present paper, we use a similar approach to obtain stronger enumeration results, taking advantages of the computer system GAP [2] .
We refer the reader to [10] for general theory of quasigroups, to [1] for a more extensive list of references on central quasigroups, to [11] for results on quasigroups isotopic to groups, to [13] for results on quasigroups affine over various kinds of loops, and to [14, 15] for a broader context on affine representation of general algebraic structures. The article [3] gives a gentle introduction into automorphism groups of finite abelian groups and points to original sources on that topic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate an isomorphism theorem for central quasigroups, Theorem 2.4, which is less general than [1, Theorem 2.10] or [11, Corollary 28] , and equivalent to but less technical than [1, Theorem 3.2] . We also present the enumeration algorithm in detail.
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In Section 3, we establish our own version of [12, Theorem 2] and [1, Theorem 3.5] for cyclic p-groups, Theorem 3.1, providing an explicit formula for the number of isomorphism classes. We were informed that the same result was obtained by Kirnasovsky in his unpublished PhD thesis [6] . Since the automorphism groups of cyclic groups are commutative, Theorem 3.1 also yields the number of medial quasigroups up to isomorphism over finite cyclic groups, and of prime order in particular.
Finally, the results of the enumeration are presented in the Appendix.
2 Isomorphism theorem and enumeration algorithm
Elementary properties of the counting functions cq and mq
For an abelian group G, let cq(G) (resp. mq(G)) denote the number of all central (resp. medial) quasigroups over G up to isomorphism. For n ≥ 1, let cq(n) (resp. mq(n)) denote the number of all central (resp. medial) quasigroups of order n up to isomorphism.
Let us establish two fundamental properties of the counting functions. First, by the remarks in the introduction,
where the summations run over all abelian groups of order n up to isomorphism. Second, Proposition 2.1 shows that the classification of central and medial quasigroups can be reduced to prime power orders. As far as enumeration is concerned, Proposition 2.1 implies that the functions cq, mq : N + → N + are multiplicative in the number-theoretic sense. Proposition 2.1. Let G = H × K be an abelian group such that gcd(|H|, |K|) = 1. Up to isomorphism, any quasigroup affine over G can be expressed in a unique way as a direct product of a quasigroup affine over H and a quasigroup affine over K. In particular,
Proof. Any automorphism of G decomposes uniquely as a direct product of an automorphism of H and an automorphism of K, cf. [3, Lemma 2.1]. The rest is easy.
The isomorphism problem for central quasigroups
Let us now consider the isomorphism problem for quasigroups affine over a fixed abelian group (G, +).
Consider any group A. (Later we will take A = Aut(G, +).) Then A acts on itself by conjugation, and A also acts on A × A by a simultaneous conjugation in both coordinates, i.e., (α, β) γ = (α γ , β γ ). Lemma 2.2. Let A be a group. Let X be a complete set of orbit representatives of the conjugation action of A on itself. For ξ ∈ X, let Y ξ be a complete set of orbit representatives of the conjugation action of the centralizer C A (ξ) on A. Then
is a complete set of orbit representatives of the conjugation action of A on A × A.
Proof. For every (α, β) ∈ A × A there is a unique ξ ∈ X and some γ ∈ A such that (α, β) and (ξ, γ) are in the same orbit. For a fixed ξ ∈ X and some β, γ ∈ A, we have (ξ, β) in the same orbit as (ξ, γ) if and only if there is δ ∈ C A (ξ) such that β δ = γ.
We will now state a theorem that solves the isomorphism problem for central and medial quasigroups over (G, +). Instead of showing how it follows from the more general [1, Theorem 2.10], we show that it is equivalent to [1, Theorem 3.2], which we restate as Theorem 2.5 here.
Theorem 2.4 (Isomorphism problem for central quasigroups)
. Let (G, +) be an abelian group, let ϕ 1 , ψ 1 , ϕ 2 , ψ 2 ∈ Aut(G, +), and let c 1 , c 2 ∈ G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(ii) there is an automorphism γ of (G, +) and an element u ∈ Im(1
. Let (G, +) be an abelian group and denote A = Aut(G, +). The isomorphism classes of central quasigroups (resp. medial quasigroups) over (G, +) are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the set {(ϕ, ψ, c) :
• X is a complete set of orbit representatives of the conjugation action of A on itself;
• Y ϕ is a complete set of orbit representatives of the conjugation action of C A (ϕ) on A (resp. on C A (ϕ)), for every ϕ ∈ X;
• G ϕ,ψ is a complete set of orbit representatives of the natural action of
Here is a proof of the equivalence of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5: By Lemma 2.2, we can assume that we are investigating the equivalence of two triples (ϕ, ψ, c 1 ) and (ϕ, ψ, c 2 ) for some ϕ ∈ X, ψ ∈ Y ϕ and c 1 , c 2 ∈ G. Let U = Im(1 − ϕ − ψ). The following conditions are then equivalent for any γ ∈ Aut(G, +), using Lemma 2.3:
This finishes the proof.
The algorithm
Theorem 2.5 together with the results of Subsection 2.1 gives rise to the following algorithm that enumerates central and medial quasigroups of order n. In the algorithm we denote by R(H,X) a complete set of representatives of the (clear from context) action of H on X. Algorithm 2.6. Input: positive integer n Output: cq(n) and mq(n) cqn := 0; mqn := 0; for G in the set of abelian groups of order n up to isomorphism do cqG := 0; mqG := 0; A := automorphism group of G; for f in R(A,A) do for g in R(C_A(f),A) do for c in R( Intersection(C_A(f),C_A(g)), G/Im(1-f-g) ) do cqG := cqG + 1; if f*g=g*f then mqG := mqG + 1; fi; od; od; od; cqn := cqn + cqG; mqn := mqn + mqG; od; return cqn, mqn;
The algorithm was implemented in the GAP system [2] in a straightforward fashion, taking advantage of some functionality of the LOOPS [7] package. The code is available from the second author at www.math.du.edu/~petr.
In small situations it is possible to directly calculate the orbits of the conjugation action of A = Aut(G, +) on A × A. For larger groups, it is safer (due to memory constraints) to work with one conjugacy class of A at a time, as in Algorithm 2.5. Among the cases we managed to calculate, the elementary abelian group C 5 2 took the most effort, about 4 hours on a standard personal computer. It might not be difficult to calculate some of the missing entries for mq(G). However, cq(C 6 2 ), for instance, appears out of reach without further theoretical advances or more substantial computational resources.
The outcome of the calculation can be found in the Appendix.
Quasigroups affine over cyclic groups
Let G be a cyclic group. Since Aut(G) is commutative, every quasigroup affine over G is medial. 
Proof. Let G = C p k and A = Aut(G). We will identify A with the p k −p k−1 elements of G * = {a ∈ G : p ∤ a}. We will follow Algorithm 2.6. Since A is commutative, the conjugation action is trivial and we have to consider every (ϕ, ψ) ∈ A × A. For a fixed (ϕ, ψ) ∈ A × A, we must consider a complete set of orbit representatives G ϕ,ψ of the action of
In this case, we can take G ϕ,ψ = {0}. How many such pairs (ϕ, ψ) exist? First, let us count those with ϕ ≡ 1 (mod p). Then ψ ∈ G * can be chosen arbitrarily, hence we have p k−1 (p k − p k−1 ) such pairs. Next, let us count those with ϕ ≡ 1 (mod p). Then ψ ∈ G * must satisfy
such pairs. Since |G ϕ,ψ | = 1, this case contributes to cq(G) by
In this case, we can take G ϕ,ψ = {0, p 0 , . . . , p i−1 }. How many such pairs (ϕ, ψ) exist? For ϕ ≡ 1 (mod p), any solution ψ to the congruence above is divisible by p, hence there is no such solution ψ ∈ G * . For ϕ ≡ 1 (mod p), we have precisely p k−i −p k−i−1 solutions to the conditions in G * . Since |G ϕ,ψ | = i + 1, this case contributes to cq(G)
Case i = k, i.e., ϕ + ψ = 1.
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In this case, we can take G ϕ,ψ = {0, p 0 , . . . , p k−1 }. How many such pairs (ϕ, ψ) exist? Since ψ is uniquely determined by ϕ and neither of ϕ, ψ shall be divisible by p, we have precisely p k − 2p k−1 such pairs. Since |G ϕ,ψ | = k + 1, this case contributes to cq(G) by
Summarized, the cases i = 1, . . . , k contribute to cq(G) the total of
which, after rearrangement, gives
The total sum is then
which can be expressed as in the statement of the theorem. 
Appendix: Central and medial quasigroups of order less than 128
The following table contains the results of our enumeration of central and medial quasigroups of order less than 128.
If a row in the table starts with n/k then: column "G" gives the catalog number n/k corresponding to the abelian group SmallGroup(n,k) of GAP; column "structure" gives a structural description of the group G from which a decomposition of G into p-primary components is readily seen and hence Proposition 2.1 can be routinely applied; column "|A|" gives the cardinality of the group A = Aut(G); column "|X|" gives the number of conjugacy classes of A; column "|O|" gives the number of orbits of the conjugation action of A on A×A (with action (f, g) h = (f h , g h )), which is a lower bound on the number of quasigroups affine over G; column "cq" gives the number of quasigroups affine over G up to isomorphism; column "|O c |" gives the number of orbits in O with a representative (f, g) such that f g = gf , which is a lower bound on the number of medial quasigroups over G; column "mq" gives the number of medial quasigroups over G up to isomorphism; and column "ref" gives a reference to a numbered result within this paper if the entries in the row follow from the cited result and possibly also from previously listed table entries.
If a row in the table starts with n then: column "G" gives the order n; column "cq" gives the number of central quasigroups of order n up to isomorphism; and column "mq" gives the number of medial quasigroups of order n up to isomorphism.
Entries that we were not able to establish are denoted by "?" or "?". All entries corresponding to prime-power orders were explicitly calculated by Algorithm 2.6 although the cyclic cases follow from Theorem 3.1. Many of the entries corresponding to the remaining orders were also initially obtained by Algorithm 2.6 (to test the algorithm) but in the final version they were calculated directly from earlier entries using Proposition 2.1.
To reduce the number of transcription and arithmetical errors, the entries and the L A T E X source of the table were computer generated. 
